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The Four Seasons will be
CLOSED
THANKSGIVING DAY
Bonnie & the entire staff of
The Four Seasons
wish everyone a
Happy Thanksgiving.
Hwy. 1, Finland, MN 218.353.7371

NOVEMBER 20, 2020

Hey Local Skiers! Used Rental Sale!!
Weekends Beginning Nov. 14th!
Skis $75 • Boots $50
Snowboards $50
Early Bird Sales!

Lutsen Recreation
245 Ski Hill Rd.
218-663-7863 / lutsenrec.com
Bring this ad in for a free pair of socks!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!
American Legion
Post109

Contingency Management EvidenceBased Addictions Treatment for Veterans
For some veterans who have not successfully been able to manage their addiction to
drugs or alcohol despite attending traditional
treatment programs, contingency management may offer hope.
According to the National Institutes of
Health, CM has been highly successful and
is one of the largest scale training in evidence-based treatments for addition in the
VA health care system.
Going back to 2011 the VA funded implementation of CM in over 100 VA clinics
across the country. Since then the technique
has continued to be used in the VA system
with good success for over 4,000 participants, but has not spread to the mainstream
significantly.
CM promotes healthy behavior through
positive reinforcement, based on the wellresearched principle that rewarded behaviors
increase.The program works by measuring
the desired behavior, in this case abstaining
from substance use, and gives rewards for
not using drugs or alcohol.

Using CM a veteran who meets a treatment goal, such as a negative toxicology
test, might draw a slip from a “prize bowl”
that gives them a prize ranging from a
“Good Job!” note, to a $1 coupon, or even
$100 coupon as a tangible reward toward sobriety.
From the VA website:
“While decades of scientific research back
up the value of this approach, many privatesector hospitals in the United States do not
use CM. VA recognizes the benefits of CM
and continues to use methods developed by
its groundbreaking researchers.”
To learn more about contingency management for help with drug or alcohol use, contact your VA health service center.
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Veterans Helping
Veterans and their
Communities

Thanks for your service
NORTH SHORE OIL & PROPANE
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5114 Hwy. 61, Silver Bay
218-226-3241
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